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Latest News.

Operalia – Gala Finals
Concert this Saturday –
Los Angeles opera
concert report

Plácido Domingo was on hand at the
Dorothy Chandler Pavilion this week to
break the champagne bottle

(metaphorically speaking) across the bow of his annual Operalia competition, being held in Los Angeles
for the first time in 10 years. The competition introduces the best emerging young opera singers of our
day.
Most importantly, the gala Read More

Los Angeles Women’s Theatre
Festival (LAWTF) presents “Of
Culture, Of Self” in September – Los
Angeles theater festival report

For one very special night, the Los Angeles Women’s Theatre
Festival (LAWTF) is coming to Culver City to present an

evening of unique performances.
The event will be held on Friday, September 5, 2014 at 8:00 p.m. at the Ivy Substation, 9070 Venice
Blvd., in Culver City.
The theme of the evening will be Read More

Backstage shenanigans ONstage! Los Angeles
theater report

Sometimes what’s happening behind the scenes can be funnier than the
action that’s been thoughtfully scripted… A new drama by Robin Uriel Russin,
The Face In The Reeds, just made its world premier this weekend at Ruskin
Group Theatre in Santa Monica.
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Review pending.

In the play, family members from three generations quarrel Read More

“The Seagull” – latest theater review
for Stage Raw – Los Angeles theater
review

Hello intrepid #LAThtr goers!
Here’s a link to my newest theater review for the critical website
Stage Raw — which contains the latest arts and theater
coverage from our intrepid team of journalists & critics.

Happy reading!
 
The Seagull by Anton Chekhov.
Anton Chekhov’s first major play, the naturalistic bourgeois family drama The Seagull, Read More

“I was looking at the ceiling and then I saw the
sky” –

For many, the Northridge earthquake that rippled through Los Angeles was a
devastating event. It changed many lives but also inspired a “song play” in two
actsI was looking at the ceiling and then I saw the sky. Now, 20 years later, Long
Beach Opera is bringing the original work byJohn Adams to L.A Read More

ARTSBEATLA'S WEEKLY NEWSLETTER WITH LINKS TO THE NEWEST
POSTS.

 

This weekend
ONLY –
Beatlemania
returns to the
Hollywood Bowl!
Los Angeles
concert report

Nobody was prepared for the pandemonium that erupted when a popular British band first touched down
in America in 1964. Of course, we have all seen the images of hysteria that greeted the ‘Fab Four’ upon
their arrival.
Believe it or not, it’s been fifty years — a full half century! — since The Read More

The Big Picture: Hitchcock! – LA Phil concert report Los Angeles
performance at the Hollywood Bowl

Suspense! Sinister plots! Mistaken identities! This year’s Big Picture is a thrilling tribute to the classic
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films of Alfred Hitchcock.
Mesmerizing, haunting and
psychologically gripping scores
by Bernard Herrmann (Vertigo,
North by Northwest), Dimitri
Tiomkin (Strangers on a Train,
Dial M for Murder) and more
will be played live while
spellbinding scenes are
projected Read More

“Without Annette” – newest theater
review for Stage Raw – Los Angeles
theater review

 
Dear #LAThtr fans!
Here is my newest theater review for the critical website Stage
Raw — which contains the latest arts and theater coverage

from our intrepid team of journalists & critics.
Happy reading!
 
Without Annette by Hope Juber and Jeff Doucette.
In this tepid comedy, a motley crew of wanna-be actors, writers Read More

“Boyhood” – a remarkable film
experiment – Los Angeles movie
review

Richard Linklater’s 12-years-in-the-making cinematic
gamble pays off in spades, delivering a unique and
profoundly moving experience.

Requiring an impressive long-term commitment from the talent involved, Richard Linklater’s family drama
Boyhood captures the passage of time in a wholly unique and memorable fashion. Shot in 39 days over
the course of 12 years, the film Read More

“Chrysalis” — A Butoh performance by Sinan
Revell – Los Angeles video dance performance

Artist Sinan Revell channels and transforms the typically dark and post-
modern Butoh dance style with her impassioned and expressionistic
performance that celebrates the cycles of life.
“Chrysalis”
A Butoh performance by Sinan Revell.
Filming by Pauline Adamek.

Music by Australia Aboriginal, from Aboriginal Earth Chants,
“Wamali and the Waratah”
Performed May 18, 2014 in a Read More
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